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Abstract     This paper considers a single machine family scheduling problem where jobs are partitioned into families and setup is required between these families. The objective is to find an optimal schedule that minimizes the total weighted completion time of the given jobs in the presence of the sequence independent family setup times. This problem has been proven to be strongly NP-hard. We introduce a genetic algorithm that employs an innovative crossover operator that utilizes an undirected bipartite graph to find the best offspring solution among an exponentially large number of potential offspring. Computational results are presented. The proposed algorithm is shown to be superior when compared with other local search methods namely the dynamic length tabu search and randomized steepest descent method. 
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 1.   Introduction The Single Machine Family Scheduling Problem (SMFSP) exists in many diverse areas from flexible manufacturing systems to airline industry. The main focus is on the efficient allocation of one or more resources to activities over time. For some recent surveys on the real world applications of the machine scheduling problems, see the collection of [16]. Due to the complexity studies conducted during the last three decades, it is now widely understood that the SMFSP for arbitrary family f is an NP-hard problem as shown by [8].  This paper focuses on SMFSP where N jobs are partitioned into F families. For each family f ( = 1, 2, … , ), jobs are split into batches, where a batch is defined as a maximal set of contiguously scheduled jobs from the same family which share the same setup time. A sequence independent family setup time , is required at the start of the schedule and also whenever there is a switch in processing jobs from one family to jobs of another family. We assume that all the jobs are available at time zero, and that each job has a given processing time  and an associated positive weight , for = 1,2, … , . The objective is to find a schedule which minimizes the total 
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weighted completion time of the jobs in the presence of the sequence independent family setup times. Based on the standard classification of [12], this problem can be represented as 1| | ∑ . When all setup times are zero, the problem is solved in O(N log N) time by the Shortest Weighted Processing Time (SWPT) rule of [23] where jobs are sequenced in non-decreasing order of their processing time to weight ratios. This ordering is used as the priority rule for scheduling more complex system.  Set ups include adjusting tools, paint drying, cleanup, etc. The majority of scheduling research assumes setup times as either negligible and hence ignored or considered as part of the processing time. While this assumption simplifies the problem, it adversely affects the solution quality for many applications which require explicit treatment of setup.  Numerous optimization methods including exact methods, heuristics and local search algorithms have been proposed for the problem of 1| | ∑ . Comprehensive reviews on scheduling with setup considerations are given by [4], [5], and [22]. Reference [20] also showed that jobs within each family are sequenced in SWPT order in an optimal schedule.  Reference [19] proposed a branch and bound algorithm by defining the changeover for a job in a new family as the set down operation from the previous family and a set up operation for the new family. Later, [10] developed a branch and bound algorithm by performing a Lagrangian relaxation to the problem. Reference [11] proposed two new lower bounds that are shown analytically to dominate the lower bound of [19] and can be computed more efficiently than the Lagrangian lower bound of [10]. References [2], [13], and [25] suggested numerous heuristics for the problem of 1| | ∑  Computational results shown that the heuristics of [2] and [25] generate better quality solutions compared to heuristic of [13]. Reference [18] proposed a genetic algorithm (GA) using a binary representation of solutions. A GA based on fundamental runs theory is proposed by [24]. Reference [9] developed four local search heuristics (descent method, simulated annealing, threshold accepting, and tabu search) for the problem. Reference [15] considered the problems with setup times that are proportionate to the length of the already scheduled jobs. Two heuristics are presented by [14] for the problem with one planned setup period, with the aim of minimizing the weighted sum of the  completion times. In this paper, we use the Optimized Crossover Genetic Algorithm (OCGA) proposed by [21] for the problem of 1| | ∑   to achieve better solution quality compared to other local search algorithms. The proposed OCGA employs an innovative crossover operator that utilizes an undirected bipartite graph to find the best offspring solution among an exponentially large number of potential offspring.   
2.   Optimized Crossover Genetic Algorithm The concept of optimized crossover was first proposed by [1] for the independent set problem. They used the merge operation formulated by [6] as an optimized crossover and constructed a bipartite graph from the two parent independent sets to produce the two new children. The first child determined using a matching algorithm in the graph and the second child is obtained by taking all nodes in the union of parents which do not lie in the independent set corresponding to the optimum child. Computational results indicated that the proposed algorithm is one of the best heuristics for independent set problem in terms of robustness and time performance. Reference [7] incorporated this approach to produce a superior GA. They examined variations of each element of the GA and developed a steady state replacement that performed better than its competitors on most problems. A greedy GA is proposed by [3] for the quadratic assignment problem. They determined an optimized child using a complete undirected bipartite graph constructed by the two parents. We first proposed an optimized crossover operator within a GA for the problem of 1| | ∑   in [21]. Using the optimized crossover scheme, the two parents produced two new children: the O-child (Optimum child) and the E-child (Exploratory child). The O-child is constructed in a way so as to have the best objective function value from the feasible set of children, while the E-child is constructed so as to maintain the diversity of the search space.  In order to generate O-child and E-child, the optimized crossover first constructs an undirected bipartite graph from a pair of selected parents. Then, it determines all the maximum matching of 
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the graph, where each matching representing a temporary offspring in the respective problems. There will be exactly 2  temporary offspring where k denotes the number of jobs of selected family which represent a different bit situation in the selected parents. However, we consider maximum 2  temporary offspring in the graph in every case to prevent the method from being too time consuming. Finally, a temporary offspring with the best (i.e. least) objective function value is selected as the O-child. The E-child is obtained by taking all genes in the union of parent individuals which do not lie in the individual corresponding to the O-child, together with all genes in the intersection of the parent individuals. For more details see [21]. Briefly, the OCGA uses the binary representation to define the partition of family into batches where ‘1’ means the first job in a batch and ‘0’ means a contiguously sequenced job in a batch. The length of the individual corresponds to the number of jobs N. The probabilistic binary tournament selection scheme is used to select the parents. A pair of selected parents from the population will produced two offspring via the optimized crossover operator explained earlier with a crossover probability, . A F-point swap operator is used to produce offspring when the optimized crossover is not applied. This operator starts by selecting a random point within a family from a parent then swaps the substrings separated by the point. This process is repeated for each family within the parent to form a new offspring. To maintain the population diversity, a binary mutation is randomly applied to each offspring, where each element in the offspring is visited and altered with a given probability  = 1/N. Finally, an elitism replacement scheme with filtration strategy is used to preserve good solutions and to avoid premature convergence. The algorithm of the OCGA is given below:  
Algorithm OCGA (source: [21]) 

        begin              Initialize Population (randomly generated);              Fitness Evaluation; 
             repeat                    Probabilistic Binary Tournament Selection; 
                   Optimized Crossover; 
                            F-point Swap (no optimized crossover); 
                   Binary Mutation;                    Fitness Evaluation; 
                   Elitism Replacement with Filtration; 
             until (end condition is satisfied); 
             return (fittest solution found); 
        end  
3. Competitors To assess the performance of the proposed OCGA, we compare the algorithm with two local search methods namely Dynamic Length Tabu Search (DLTS) and Randomized Steepest Decent Method (RSDM) in solving the problem of 1| | ∑ . DLTS and RSDM are first proposed by [17] for the problem of 1| | . We believe that the algorithms will be useful to compare with the proposed OCGA. Thus we modify the algorithms to solve the problem of minimizing the total weighted completion time.  The DLTS applies the shift job neighborhood approach and dynamically controls the length of the tabu list during implementation in order to achieve better solution quality. Detailed descriptions of the shift-job neighborhood approach can be found in [2] and [9]. The basic role of a tabu list is to prevent cycling. Therefore, the length of the tabu list should be as short as possible but long enough to allow the search to move away from the local optimum. Such processes can have an important influence on which moves are available to be selected at a given iteration. After a move is executed, the job that is shifted is stored in the tabu list, or both jobs are stored if the move is effectively transpose of the adjacent jobs. Thus, a neighbor is tabu if it is generated by shifting one of the jobs in the tabu list. An aspiration criterion is used in DLTS, in which if the solution value of a tabu neighbor is better than that for all solutions generated thus far, then its tabu status is overridden.  
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In the case of RSDM, the same shift-job neighborhood search procedure is employed. The RSDM adopts an acceptance rule that allows neutral moves to be made for up to M consecutive iterations where M is a parameter, before terminating the algorithm. Hence, when multiple identical good solutions are found in a single iteration, the algorithm selects a move randomly from the list of the identical good solutions. This strategy is applied to escape the search from falling into the same local optimum. Also note that deteriorating moves are not considered in the algorithm.  
4. Results and Discussion We present the results of the computational experiments of the algorithms for the problem of 1| | ∑ . All algorithms are coded in ANSI-C language and implemented on a Pentium 4, 2.0 GHz computer with 2.0 GB RAM. Problem instances are generated with 50 and 100 jobs, and with 4, 8 and 12 families. Jobs are distributed uniformly across families, so that each family contains /  or /  jobs. This classification of problem instances has been widely used by other literature. Based on the problem instances proposed by [11], the two setup times class medium (A) and small (B) are randomly generated integers from the two uniform distributions of [0,100], [0,50] respectively. The three sets of integer processing times are randomly generated from the uniform distributions of [1,100], [1,10] and [1,1000]. Also job weights are randomly sampled integers from the uniform distribution of [1,10]. For each combination of N, F, processing times and setup times class, five problem instances are created. We used the lower bound proposed by [11] to assess the quality of solutions generated by the algorithms. Algorithms are compared by listing, for each combination of value N, F, processing times and setup times class, the average relative percentage deviation (ARD) and the maximum relative percentage deviation (MRD) of the heuristic solution value from the lower bound. The ARD and MRD formulas are shown in equations (1) and (2) respectively.  = ∑ ∑ ( × %)                                                                                                          (1) = max , ,…,, ,…, ( × 100%)                                                                                             (2) where, 

  I= number of problem instances with the relevant combination of parameters;   
 R= number of repeated runs for problem instance i ( = 1, 2, … , );        = heuristic solution found in rth run of problem instance i;         = lower bound of the problem instance i.  The computational results for the problem 1| | ∑  are shown in Table 1. For each combination of problem instances, 30 runs were performed. In order to have a fair comparison between different algorithms, we employed a duration of 15 CPU seconds per run in this experiment. Table 1 shows the computational results in which for each algorithm, the entries report the average value of ARD and MRD computed over the five problem instances with three combinations of processing times (i.e. 450 runs). For each setup class, the final line gives the average over all values of N and F. The final line of Table 1 gives the overall average value over all setup classes. From Table 1, we can clearly conclude that the OCGA outperforms the RSDM and DLTS algorithms. In fact, our proposed algorithm is better in generating high quality solutions compared to others. We have also found that computational difficulty as measured by relative deviation from the lower bound increases with problem size. When processing times are sampled from the restrictive [1,1000] range, the total weighted completion time is considerably increased. However, with the [1,10] small range of processing times the total weighted completion time is significantly decreased. In addition, results indicate that the problem instances with setup class B is relatively easier to solve compared to setup class A. 

 
Table 1. Comparative computational results (15 CPU seconds per run) 
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5. Conclusion This paper presents a genetic algorithm that uses an optimized crossover operator to solve the problem of 1| | ∑ . Various techniques have also been introduced into the proposed algorithm to further enhance the solutions quality. The computational results indicated that the proposed algorithm is able to generate better quality solutions compared to other variants of local search methods.  
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